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Vice Chairman’s Message

HELP the environment and opt to go paperless 

by downloading this newsletter from website. To

un-subscribe mailing of printed copy, please 

inform editorial team at mnsperak@gmail.com  

With the new council and secretariat line

up in place. We have the opportunity to

develop a new era for MNS.

The council, secretariat and branch can

work hand in hand to create an outstanding

image of MNS.

Changing of mind set , old management

habits are inevitable.

We take this opportunity to call for more

volunteers to get involve in various aspect

of conservation work.

Only through solid work on the ground,

that we can change thing for a better

tomorrow.

A few nature camps are in the process of 

finalizing the detail, please log on our website

to get the update.

Lee PK, Vice Chairman , MNS Perak
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MNS Mission : To promote the study,
appreciation, conservation and protection of
Malaysia’s natural heritage, focusing on
biological diversity and sustainable
development.

Wildlife Crime Hotline

019 3564194

2011

International Year of 

Forests (IYF) -

"Celebrating Forests 

for People"

Newsletter Subscription 

Softcopy : 99
Hardcopy : 78

http://www.mnsperak.wordpress.com/
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On the Silver Plate…..

RAPTOR WATCH WEEK

Tg Tuan, Melaka

Sat 12th & Sun 13th March, 2011 

Ilham Resort, Tanjung Tuan (10th mile Port

Dickson). This is an event that has something

for everyone to experience! Besides the

amazing spectacle of hundreds of raptors

passing overhead, there will be guided forest

and beach walks, games, lucky draws, nature

talks and exhibitions. RWW is also a good time

to buy birding equipment as there will be

attractive discounts on offer.

MNS Perak Branch Bird Group has been

supporting RWW ever since its inception in

TALK ON “MY GARDEN BIRDWATCH”

Venue : No 5, Jalan Dr Raja Nazrin Shah 

(Jalan Gopeng)

Sat 19 March 2011 (3pm)

The speaker is Mark Ng of Selangor

Branch Bird Group . “My Garden Birdwatch” is a

project funded by Tan Kean Chong Bird

Conservation Memorial Fund .

The talk will touch on survey of garden

birds based on the Big Garden Birdcount in UK.

Places are limited. Those who are  

interested can contact Leow Kon Fah at 

leowkingfisher@gmail.com or 

mnsperak@gmail.com

For more updates, log on  to 

mnsperak.wordpress.com

MNS COUNTER AT CANNING GARDEN 

METHODIST CHURCH, IPOH

20 March 2011 (9.30am to 1.30pm)

Methodist Church is organising an event

themed Earth Day - This is my father's world

and has invited MNS Perak Branch to join in.

Volunteers are needed to help put up and man

a small counter to answer queries and

distribute membership forms.

MNS will put up some  posters on  nature 

and environment.

Those who are interested can contact 

Leow Kon Fah at leowkingfisher@gmail.com 

or mnsperak@gmail.com

MNS Awareness Exhibition at JUSCO Ipoh

22-27th March

As part of their Corporate Responsibility

initiative JUSCO Ipoh has offered MNS Perak

a space to publicise our work. We have

grabbed this golden opportunity in a mouse's

heartbeat and now looking for volunteers to

help run the week-long stint daily from10am to

10pm - run MNS photo exhibition and inquiry

counter. Full-time or part time volunteers are

welcome.

On 2nd April, from 8am to 2pm –

volunteers are needed to guide JUSCO's staff 

to Kinta Nature Park for their gotong royong

programme.

Those interested to volunteer can contact 

and register with Georgia Tham at 

georgi8tham@yahoo.com

The most 

waited -for 

event on the 

MNS 

calendar is 

just around 

the corner. 

The 12th  

year running 

of the Raptor 

Watch Week 

(http://www.r

aptorwatch.o

rg/) will take 

place on 

March 12th 

& 13th in the 

grounds of

2000. For this year, Bird Group is offering

members the Deal of the Century --- for just

RM34.00 per pax, you get 2 nights luxurious

accommodation in PD, with breakfast thrown in

as well. However, you have to organize your

own transport. Limited places are available, so

do send payment early to Bird Group account at

CIMB Bank a/c 0826-0000716-05-1 (a/c name

Malaysian Nature Society Perak Branch).

Places will only be confirmed upon proof of

payment. For more details, please contact Lai

Ah Moi (lalmoi@hotmail.com; h/p 012-5561164)

or Lim Kim Chye (kcyian@streamyx.com; h/p

016-5538431).

Ed : This announcement was uploaded on the mnsperak

blog in January 2011. At printing time of the newsletter, this

trip has been fully booked.
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. for all three lucky team members. The bird

stayed in the same mining pool for more than 2

weeks and attracted many visiting birders and

bird photographers.

As has been the practice for the past few

years, we joined PERHILITAN staff to survey

Kuala Gula. The count, carried out at the usual

Ban Chu Kau and Sg. Gula trails, included for

the first time, a visit to some retention ponds in

the oil palm plantation adjoining the site. Kuala

Gula highlights included one Lesser Adjutant in

flight, Grey-headed Lapwing, Black-winged Stilt,

Marsh Sandpiper and two juvenile Milky Storks

seen with the flock of released ones.

Site Date Team members

Kamunting North 16 January K C Lim, Swee Yian, Ang Wai Sheng

Kamunting South 16 January K C Lim, Swee Yian, Ang Wai Sheng

Ulu Dedap 20 January Ooi Beng Yean, Chiu Sein Chiong, Lee Poh Peng

Sg. Buaya 20 January Chan Kai Soon, Susan Cheong

Taiping Lake Gardens 23 January Ng Kok Keong, K C Lim, Swee Yian, Tan Ah Lai

Malim Nawar 23 January Tan Ah Lai, Constance, Chan Kai Soon, Susan Cheong

Kuala Gula 24 January Bazilah & Rahman (DWNP), Tan Ah Lai, K C Lim

Kinta Nature Park 30 January
Chan Kai Soon, Susan Cheong, Chiu Sein Chiong, Ho Kum

Leng, Ng Sui Hann

MNS Perak Branch Asian Waterbird Census 2011 Rreport

As in past years, MNS Perak Branch Bird Group carried out the AWC 2011 at the following sites:

There were a few changes to the survey

methods to improve data collection. Due to its

extensive area, the Ulu Dedap/Sg. Buaya site

was surveyed simultaneously by two teams.

However, in keeping with previous years, the

counts from both areas were combined and

reported as one site. Taiping Lake Gardens

was surveyed twice, once in the morning and

again in the evening when egrets were coming

back to roost near one of the lakes. In addition,

we have started to make google maps of the

sites so that the same survey routes are

followed every time.

A total of about 5,366 birds were counted

comprising 34 species of waterbirds and

shorebirds, 2 species of terns and 4 species of

kingfishers. KNP and Malim Nawar held 27

and 26 species respectively, confirming the

importance of ex-mining lands for our birdlife.

KNP had 6 of the now uncommon

White-browed Crake and 2 wintering

Pheasant-tailed Jacana. Malim Nawar,

despite the intensive aquaculture

activities there, nevertheless had a

good range of shorebirds including

Long-toed Stints, Black-winged Stilts

and the rare Ruff. Egrets again featured

prominently in the counts at Ulu

Dedap/Sg Buaya ricefields, with the

most significant data being the high

count of 166 Intermediate Egrets. The

evening count of egrets coming to roost

in the Taiping Lake gardens yielded a

surprising 1000 Cattle Egrets and

smaller numbers of Little Egrets.

This year‟s AWC had a star

Silver Gallery

attraction. A single Little Cormorant seen in

Kamunting South was the first ever for the

Perak AWC, as well as being a Peninsular lifer

Visitors watching egrets coming in to 
roost at Taiping Lake Gardens
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INTRODUCTION TO BIRDWATCHING 

COURSE (9 JANUARY 2011)

Have you sometimes seen a colourful bird

in your garden and wished you knew its name?

How about that melodious call? Twenty people

were eager to know and responded to the offer

by the Malaysian Nature Society (Perak

Branch) Bird Group to organise an Introduction

to Birdwatching Course recently.

Facts and pictures ; note-taking

Coming from down south Johor to

Penang, the participants were from all walks of

life – the youngest being the 11-year-old boy

from SRK La Salle, Ipoh, who was there all by

himself; university students, a university

lecturer, retirees, civil servants, a couple from

the tourism industry and not forgetting a

mother who brought along her three teenage

daughters. Of course there was this curious

guy from Penang who saw the advertisement

and decided to make a day-trip to Ipoh.

During the theory session at Ipoh YMCA, the

participants were introduced the basic

equipment to start off this hobby, proper attire,

End of theory session at YMCA Ipoh

the do‟s and don‟ts while watching birds, how to

identify birds and the reasons why this hobby

can actually help to protect and conserve

Mother Earth.

At Kinta Nature Park, Batu Gajah, the

participants had a hands-on session handling

the binoculars and spotting-scope and using the

Field Guides to identify birds. The resident otter

also made a cameo appearance in the ex-

mining pool.

Ex-mining  pool at KNP

The participants went home with certificates

and the knowledge of what this “strange”

hobby is all about. For more information on

birdwatching, contact mnsperak@gmail.com or

the Co-ordinator of Perak Bird Group at

spizaetus08@gmail.com

Can you identify the bird?

All ready to watch birds

mailto:mnsperak@gmail.com
mailto:mnsperak@gmail.com
mailto:mnsperak@gmail.com
mailto:spizaetus08@gmail.com
mailto:spizaetus08@gmail.com
mailto:spizaetus08@gmail.com
mailto:spizaetus08@gmail.com
mailto:spizaetus08@gmail.com
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2011

International Year of Forests 

(IYF) - "Celebrating Forests 

for People“
2011 is the International Year of Forests

(IYF) and was officially launched on 2

February 2011 during the 9th Session of the

United Nations Forum on Forests in New York.

This Year, which comes in the wake of the

International Year of Biodiversity, represents

an opportunity for evolving UNEP‟s work on

sustainable forestry to a higher plain.

Forests are an issue with essential links to

livelihoods, addressing climate change and

other environmental challenges; the UN's

Millennium Development Goals and

sustainable development as a whole.

Forests represent many things to many

people including spiritual, aesthetic and

cultural dimensions that are, in many ways,

priceless. But they are also cornerstones of

our economies, whose real value has all too

often been invisible in national accounts of

profit and loss.

It estimates that deforestation and forest

degradation are likely costing the global

economy between US$2.5 and US$4.5 trillion

a year, more than the losses of the recent and

ongoing financial crisis.

If one further considers the loss of

ecosystem services - from water supplies to

soil stabilization and from carbon sequestration

to recycling of nutrients for agriculture - then

perhaps the imperative to better manage these

natural or nature-based assets becomes

clearer.

2011 is a special year both for forests and

UNEP‟s sustainable forestry work including a

new strategic direction.

The full details of this direction will be

launched over the next few months in the run-up

to World Environment Day on 5 June where

there will be a central focus on the Green

Economy and forests.

Let‟s spread the word to the wider world of

the importance of these ecosystems to our lives

and livelihoods and of course through acting -

being part of 'Celebrating Forests for People' - in

2011.

Source : Adapted from 
http://www.un.org/en/events/iyof2011/index.s
html

THE LOGO

The International Year of Forests 2011 

(Forests 2011) logo is designed to convey the 

theme of “Forests for People” celebrating the 

central role of people in the sustainable 

management, conservation and sustainable 

development of our world’s forests. The 

iconographic elements in the design depict 

some of the multiple values of forests and the 

need for a 360‐degree perspective: forests 

provide shelter to people and habitat to 

biodiversity; are a source of food, medicine and 

clean water; and play a vital role in maintaining 

a stable global climate and environment. All of 

these elements taken together reinforce the 

message that forests are vital to the survival and 

well being of people everywhere, all 7 billion of 

us.

The International Year of Forests was

launched at the General Assembly Hall

in New York City. Watch clips from the

ceremony on the

http://www.unmultimedia.org/tv/webcast/

through UN Multimedia
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Ramsar 
Convention

the commitments of its member countries to

maintain the ecological character of their

Wetlands of International Importance and to

plan for the "wise use", or sustainable use, of

all of the wetlands in their territories. Unlike the

other global environmental conventions,

Ramsar is not affiliated with the United

Nations system of Multilateral Environmental

Agreements, but it works very closely with the

other MEAs and is a full partner among the

"biodiversity-related cluster" of treaties and

agreements.

Source :

http://www.ramsar.org/cda/en/ramsar-about-

faqs-what-are-wetlands/main/ramsar/1-36-

37%5E7713_4000_0__

What are wetlands?

Wetlands are areas where water is the

primary factor controlling the environment and

the associated plant and animal life. They

occur where the water table is at or near the

surface of the land, or where the land is

The Convention on 

Wetlands (Ramsar, 

Iran, 1971) -- called 

the "Ramsar 

Convention" -- is an 

intergovernmental 

treaty that embodies

covered  by water. 

The Ramsar Convention takes a broad

approach in determining the wetlands which

come under its aegis. Under the text of the

Convention (Article 1.1), wetlands are defined

as:

“areas of marsh, fen, peatland or water,

whether natural or artificial, permanent or

temporary, with water that is static or flowing,

fresh, brackish or salt, including areas of marine

water the depth of which at low tide does not

exceed six metres”.

In addition, for the purpose of protecting

coherent sites, the Article 2.1 provides that

wetlands to be included in the Ramsar List of

internationally important wetlands:

“may incorporate riparian and coastal zones

adjacent to the wetlands, and islands or bodies

of marine water deeper than six metres at low

tide lying within the wetlands”.

Five major wetland types are generally

recognized:

● marine (coastal wetlands including coastal

lagoons, rocky shores, and coral reefs);

● estuarine (including deltas, tidal marshes, and

mangrove swamps);

● lacustrine (wetlands associated with lakes);

● riverine (wetlands along rivers and streams);

● palustrine (meaning “marshy” - marshes,

swamps and bogs).

In addition, there are human-made

wetlands such as fish and shrimp ponds, farm

ponds, irrigated agricultural land, salt pans,

reservoirs, gravel pits, sewage farms and

canals. The Ramsar Convention has adopted a

Ramsar Classification of Wetland Type which

includes 42 types, grouped into three

categories: Marine and Coastal Wetlands,

Inland Wetlands, and Human-made Wetlands.

Wetlands occur everywhere, from the

tundra to the tropics. How much of the earth‟s

surface is presently composed of wetlands is

not known exactly. The UNEP-World

Conservation Monitoring Centre has

suggested an estimate of about 570 million

hectares (5.7 million km2) – roughly 6% of the

Earth‟s land surface – of which 2% are lakes,

30% bogs, 26% fens, 20% swamps, and 15%

floodplains. Mitsch and Gosselink, in their

standard textbook Wetlands, 3d ed. (2000),

suggest 4 to 6% of the Earth‟s land surface.

Mangroves cover some 240,000 km2 of

coastal area, and an estimated 600,000 km2 of

coral reefs remain worldwide. Nevertheless, a

global review of wetland resources prepared

for Ramsar COP7 in 1999, while affirming that

“it is not possible to provide an acceptable

figure of the areal extent of wetlands at a

global scale”, indicated a „best‟ minimum

global estimate at between 748 and 778 million

hectares. The same report indicated that this

“minimum” could be increased to a total of

between 999 and 4,462 million hectares when

other sources of information were taken into

account.

Why conserve wetlands?

Wetlands are among the world‟s most

productive environments. They are cradles of

biological diversity, providing the water and

primary productivity upon which countless
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species of plants and animals depend for

survival. They support high concentrations of

birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish and

invertebrate species. Wetlands are also

important storehouses of plant genetic

material. Rice, for example, which is a

common wetland plant, is the staple diet of

more than half of humanity.

The multiple roles of wetland

ecosystems and their value to humanity have

been increasingly understood and documented

in recent years. This has led to large

expenditures to restore lost or degraded

hydrological and biological functions of

wetlands. But it‟s not enough – the race is on

to improve practices on a significant global

scale as the world‟s leaders try to cope with

the accelerating water crisis and the effects of

climate change. And this at a time when the

world‟s population is likely to increase by 70

million every year for the next 20 years.

Global freshwater consumption rose

sixfold between 1900 and 1995 – more than

double the rate of population growth. One third

of the world‟s population today lives in

countries already experiencing moderate to

high water stress. By 2025, two out of every

three people on Earth may well face life in

water stressed conditions.

The ability of wetlands to adapt to

changing conditions, and to accelerating rates

of change, will be crucial to human

communities and wildlife everywhere as the full

impact of climate change on our ecosystem

lifelines is felt. Small wonder that there is a

worldwide focus on wetlands and their services

to us.

In addition, wetlands are important, and

sometimes essential, for the health, welfare and

safety of people who live in or near them. They

are amongst the world‟s most productive

environments and provide a wide array of

benefits.

Wetland values

Wetlands provide tremendous economic

benefits, for example: water supply (quantity

and quality); fisheries (over two thirds of the

world‟s fish harvest is linked to the health of

coastal and inland wetland areas); agriculture,

through the maintenance of water tables and

nutrient retention in floodplains; timber

production; energy resources, such as peat and

plant matter; wildlife resources; transport; and

recreation and tourism opportunities.

In addition, wetlands have special

attributes as part of the cultural heritage of

humanity: they are related to religious and

cosmological beliefs, constitute a source of

aesthetic inspiration, provide wildlife

sanctuaries, and form the basis of important

local traditions.

These functions, values and attributes can

only be maintained if the ecological processes

of wetlands are allowed to continue functioning.

Unfortunately, and in spite of important progress

made in recent decades, wetlands continue to

be among the world‟s most threatened

ecosystems, owing mainly to ongoing drainage,

conversion, pollution, and over-exploitation of

their resources.

World Wetlands Day 
2011

2 February each year is World Wetlands Day. 

It marks the date of the adoption of the 

Convention on Wetlands on 2 February 1971, 

in the Iranian city of Ramsar on the shores of 

the Caspian Sea. Each year since 1997, 

government agencies, non-governmental 

organizations, and groups of citizens at all 

levels of the community have taken advantage 

of the opportunity to undertake actions 

aimed at raising public awareness of 

wetland values and benefits in general 

and the Ramsar Convention in 

particular.
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Wetlands and Forests, this is the theme for World Wetlands Day 2011, especially

chosen because 2011 is the UN International Year of Forests.

The slogan is simple – Forests for water and wetlands – allowing us to look at the

„big picture‟ of forests in our lives, including:

Forested wetlands and the special benefits they bring. Mangroves, peatswamp

forests, freshwater swamp forests: biologically diverse, helping us manage our

freshwater, and providing us with many other „services‟ across the globe including vital

roles in carbon storage – our allies in the face of climate change. Despite their utility, they

are often under threat from development, from drainage and conversion.

The role of forests – wet or not – in our lives, and why looking after them matters.

Vital to all human lives, freshwater availability on a global scale depends on our forests.

So too, to a large extent, does freshwater quality.

The role of forests in how our wetlands function. It‟s simple: the health of our

wetlands, whether forested or not, is linked to the health of forests in our catchments.

Losing and degrading forests means losing and degrading wetlands.

We cannot manage without forests, whether terrestrial forests or forested wetlands,

given the critical roles that they play in our lives – for water, for food, for livelihoods, for

recreation….and more.

Source :

http://www.ramsar.org

Rainforest Quiz
What is a major threat to
rainforest ecosystems?

A. Illegal logging 
B. Volcanoes 
C. Very large populations

of vampire bats    
D. Desertification 
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CYCLING IN IPOH CITY AND 

SURROUNDING AREAS

By Amar-Singh HSS (Dato, Dr), 

Swee-Im Lim (Datin, Dr) 

We have been cycling in Ipoh City and

the surrounding areas for a number of years

and find it a pleasurable activity. We would like

to share with you one of our favourite cycling

routes. The map (courtesy of Google Satellite

Maps) outlines the route and we have included

numbers to identify key points along the route.

We have also given 2 options for this route, in

case you are tired and need to shorten it. Note

that this is not for the serious long distance

cyclist but for the casual (recreational) cyclist

who would like to enjoy a scenic view and

possibly “makan” along the way!

Number 1: Starting point

For convenience this route is marked as

starting from the roundabout at Canning

Garden at the intersection of Jalan Lee Kwee

Foh and Jalan Canning Estate. From this point

travel along Jalan Keliling until you reach

Canning Garden Methodist Church on your

right. Turn right into Jalan Aitken and go all the

way until you reach Jalan Raja Dihilir (Jalan

Tambun). Turn left at Jalan Tambun and head

towards the flyover.

Number 2: Flyover at intersection of Jalan

Raja Dihilir and Jalan Sultan Azlan Shan

Go under the flyover along Jalan Raja Dihilir

(Jalan Tambun) heading for Tambun town.

This is possibly the busiest section on the

route. It is a gradual, but manageable up-slope

and requires a slow steady cycle. As you travel you pass a number of army camps.

Number 3: Under the North-South Highway at Jalan Tambun

Continue towards Tambun town and pass under the North-South Highway. The newly opened exit to
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the highways makes this intersection a little

busier but manageable as there are traffic

lights.

Number 4: Bridge over Sungei Pinji just

before Tambun town

Stop just before the bridge over Sungei Pinji,

i.e. do not enter Tambun town. The landmarks

here are the Salvation Army‟s Boys Home and

a Chinese Temple on the left. At this point you

have traveled approximately 3.5 km. We

suggest you take a breather/rest. At this point

you need to cross-over Jalan Tambun (best to

wheel your bicycle over) towards the small

Malay village (Kg Baru Tambun) on the other

side. There is a small, but very pleasant road

that travels on the right of Sungei Pinji. Follow

this road but be aware of motorbikes.

Number 5: Under the North-South

Highway along Sungei Pinji (Pinji River)

You now cross back under the North-South

Highway again. Section number 4 to 6 is one

of the best parts of the ride. It is approximately

2 km. It is a cool, “rural” ride with limestone

hills on your right and a river on your left.

There are a lot of birds to watch on this stretch.

We hope no one ever mal-develops this

section.

Number 6: Buddhist Temple at

Chempaka

At the end of this beautiful stretch you will

come to a Buddhist Temple with a sliding

metal electronic gate. On your left is a bridge

across the Sungei Pinji. The gate to the

Buddhist Temple is always left a little open to

allow cyclists and motorbikes to go through. Go

through the Buddhist Temple and you enter

Taman Chempaka. Turn right after the Buddhist

Temple and work your way along the housing

estate roads, keeping the hills immediately on

your right (i.e. no houses on your right). Follow

this road to the end and then turn left towards

the heart of Taman Chempaka (any road will do

but we often use Pesiaran Chempaka Sari 24).

Cycle along the inner road, to the main road

Jalan Chempaka Sari, until you see the market

place.

Number 7: Taman Chempaka market

place – “Makan” Stop!

Stop at the eating (makan) shops on the left of

the market place. By this time you have done

7.5-8 km of cycling and this is a simple, good

place to stop for a bite. We love the shop at the

far end whose owners are kind people and sells

the old fashioned fried noodles, porridge and red

bean soup. This is not so easy to get in Ipoh

anymore since the city council removed all the

wayside stalls. Do not be tempted to eat too

much as you still have more of your journey to

travel and a full stomach does not support

cycling. Once you have rested, plus or minus

eaten, take the small exit behind the eating

shops (Pesiaran Chempaka Sari 3) and cycle

down to meet the inner road to Lengkok Sri

Chempaka.

Number 8: Decision time at Taman

Chempaka – Short or Long Return Journey?

At this point you have two options for your return

journey. A shorter route of approximately 3.5 km

or a longer route of approximately 7-7.5 km

Number 8: Short Return Journey (Total

route distance 12-13km)

If you decide to take the shorter route, turn

right at Lengkok Sri Chempaka towards the

main Taman Chempaka shops and enter

Lengkok Sri Chempaka. Turn left to Jalan Sri

Chempaka main entry road. At the traffic lights

turn right and cycle along Jalan Dairy. At the

next traffic lights (intersection of Jalan Dairy

and Jalan Sultan Azlan Shan Selatan) turn left.

Number 9: In front of Institute

Penyelidikan Veterinar (Veterinary Research

Institute)

Stop in front of Institute Penyelidikan Veterinar

and cross over Jalan Sultan Azlan Shah

Selatan using the break in the divider. Enter

into Pesiaran Brash on the opposite side (you

will have to cycle against the traffic for a few

meters). Stay on this road and, as you

continue cycling, Sultan Abdul Aziz Park (Polo

Ground) will be on your right.

Number 10: Polo Ground

Travel along Pesiaran Brash and enter right

into Jalan Brash at the end of the road. You

are cycling around the Polo Ground. At the end

of this road you have reached Jalan Raja

Dihilir (Jalan Tambun) and using the break in

the divider turn right into Jalan Raja Dihilir.

Continue cycling downhill until you reach the

intersection to Jalan Canning Garden on your

left and you have now returned to your starting

point.

Number 8: Long Return Journey

If you decide to take the longer route, turn left
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at Lengkok Sri Chempaka (use the inner

roads). Cycle until you see the Mosque/Muslim

Training Center on your right.

Number 12: Mosque

Either cycle through the Mosque/Muslim

Training Center (if the gate is open) or else

use the small paved foot path on the right. This

brings you to Jalan Dairy. Turn left along Jalan

Dairy and you re-cross Sungei Pinji.

Number 13: Traffic Light Intersection at

Jalan Dairy & Jalan Ampang Baru At the first

traffic light you meet (Jalan Dairy & Jalan

Ampang Baru intersection) turn right. You will

pass SRJC Min Sin School on your left. You

are now traveling with Sungei Pinji (Pinji River)

on your right. Stay on this road until you see

the first road that takes your right.

Number 14 & 15: Crossing Sungei Pinji

(Pinji River) into Taman Razak & Taman Golf

Take the first right road you meet, as

mentioned above, and this will bring you back

to the banks of Sungei Pinji. Keep the river on

your right until you reach the bridge that

crosses the river. Turn right into the bridge and

cycle along Lorong Gopeng with the Royal

Golf Course on your right. Section number 15

to 16 is another lovely stretch to cycle. Lots of

raptors (birds of prey) and other birds on the

tall trees of the Golf Course. Just before the

end of the road, turn right to the Swimming

Club. Time to take another short break.

Number 16 & 17: Swimming Club to

busy flyover intersection

Exit the Swimming Club along Jalan Kelab

Renang. Now this is the most tricky part of the

journey. You will have to travel against the traffic

around the busy Jalan Gopeng-Jalan Sultan

Azlan Shah Selatan intersection (with flyover

above). Our suggestion is, as you exit Jalan

Kelab Renang, keep right and enter the 2 petrol

stations that are there. When you reach the

busy intersection, consider wheeling your

bicycle around it (against the traffic flow) by

using the cemented drain culverts on the right –

this is the safest option. Once on Jalan Sultan

Azlan Shah Selatan use the break in the divider

to cross to the other side (right side of traffic).

Cycle down until you reach Pesiaran

Harimau on the left.

Number 18 & 19: Pesiaran Harimau and

Lorong Rani

Enter Pesiaran Harimau to leave the busy roads

behind. This is another very pleasant stretch

with a Chinese cemetery on your left. Go down

Pesiaran Harimau until you reach Lorong Rani

on your right and travel this all the way (into

Lorong Tun Dr Ismail) until you reach Jalan

Kelab Golf intersection and on to Pesiaran

Brash and the Polo Ground.

From this point onwards follow Number 10 (Polo

Ground) directions above and you return to your

starting point.

Safety Tips

Of course you have to watch out for the

traffic and some inconsiderate motorists. But

generally it is safe if you cycle early on

weekends, wear helmets and some protective

gear. Make sure you have front and rear lights

for your bicycle, not just reflectors. Keep your

lights on even in the daytime as it alerts

motorists. Remember to carry some drinking

water along. Dogs can pose a small problem but

as long as you continue to cycle they usually

leave you alone. It is always best to travel with a

companion(s) for safety and it adds to the

pleasure of the ride.

Closing Note

Anyone familiar with Ipoh will note that

this route offers itself to many diversions to

lengthen it. As you gain experience and stamina

you may decide to use this route (or others) to

reach many parts of our lovely Ipoh City on the

bicycle. Ipoh City has much to offer the cyclist

and we hope the Mayor and the City Council will

take concerted effort to promote cycling. These 

efforts do not require much expenditure but 

merely a change in the mind set of the city 

council. One important step is to stop the paving 

of all our road sides and the ever widening of 

our roads. These make the roads more 

dangerous to cyclists and pedestrians. What 

Ipoh desperately needs is an efficient public 

transport system to drastically reduce the 

volume of cars and congestion in the city. 

Finally – enjoy your ride! Part of the joy of living 

in Ipoh City is the easy accessibility to basic 

amenities, being able to enjoy the simple 

pleasures of life like walking & cycling, and the 

natural beauty of the surrounding hills and wild 

life. 
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The Perak Branch invites applications for 

financial assistance to carry out bird conservation 

projects in Malaysia. Learn how you can benefit 

from Tan Kean Cheong  grant by contacting

the Chairman at leow_kingfisher@yahoo.com

Perak Nature (PN) is a newsletter published for 

membership internal distribution only. Members are 

invited to share their views of common interest and 

contribute articles and images. Accuracy is the 

contributor‟s responsibility. 

Articles including the author and photographers‟ 

names (max. 500 words),advertisements, digital 

images (100 dpi & no larger than 640 x 480 pixels & 

separately from the article), etc. must reach the 

editorial team by the 15th of month.

The editorial team reserves the right to edit for length 

and content. Send contributions to 

mnsperak@gmail.com or 

The Malaysian Nature Society, MNS Perak Branch, 

PO Box 34, Ipoh Garden Post Office, 31407 Ipoh, 

Perak, MALAYSIA 

For latest info & contact, please log on to

www.mnsperak.wordpress.com

www.mns.my/state.php?sid=9

Don‟t forget to register your email address to take part 

in MNS Perak e-discussions

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/MNSPERAK/
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High Conservation Value (HCV) 
Sites In Perak 

Lend a Hand - MNS Perak conducts conservation projects 

in these focus sites. If you live nearby these regions and 

would like to volunteer, kindly contact us.   
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